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What are Tape Extensions? 
The hottest trend in applying hair extensions has to seamless tape in extensions! 

 Bisou Beauty Boutique offers the highest quality of our handcrafted, hand tied; 100% Remy 
Human Hair at affordable prices. 

 
 

 
 
 

We only use the highest quality of  hand tied wefts. They are much thinner and lay flatter 
against the scalp than normal wefts. 

Bisou Beauty Boutique hair is European cuticle hair. This means the hair cuticle is intact and 
laying in its natural direction. Our goal is to provide the best quality hair to ensure longevity 

and the best possible experience in mimicking natural long hair. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

The hair is held in place by medical grade, hypoallergenic double-sided tape that is applied 
by placing two pieces of the adhesive tape together, with your hair "sandwiched" between. 

This sandwiching method ensures that the tape wefts are securely fastened to your hair and 
are supported by your hair entirely resulting in absolutely no damage. This method is fast 
and easy eliminating long and lengthy hair sessions that are typically required with other 

methods like fusion bonding and nano links. Bisou Beauty seamless hand tied tape in 
extensions usually take less than 2 hours to install a full head and are invisible (hair coloured 

tab), lightweight, non-damaging and result in no slippage which can be seen in other hair 
extension methods. The best part, installation requires no chemicals or heat! This is a real 
time saver and the results are spectacular! Also, seamless hand tied tape extensions from 
Bisou Beauty Boutique Extensions are reusable! After 5-8 weeks, come back and we will 
remove your existing set, clean them & reapply new high quality medical grade tape to the 

existing hair and we are ready to go again. This saves you hundreds of dollars a year!  
Depending on how well you maintain the tape extensions, one application can last up to two 

months, then (same) hair is/can be removed and reinstalled again.  
 

We want you, the consumer to make an educated decision on your new investment and 
choose the right extension method for you.  

Please do your research;  watch youtube, go on instagram & read reviews! 
 
 



 
 

*Not everyone is a suitable candidate for hair extensions. 
 
 
 
Preparation for Hair Installation   

● Clarifying shampoo before going to your installation is key. Please ensure hair is oil 
free. It is best if you thoroughly cleanser the day of application if possible. 

● Do not use before application . Your hair will not feel the same; dry. However it is a 
vital step as not following this rule can/will lead to premature slipping. 

● Please come with complete dry hair, flat ironed smooth hair before your appointment  
 

*Failure to follow these rules may lead to your appointment being postponed/moved to 
another time as hair extensions will not be installed on unprepared hair and rescheduling fee 

($50) will be applicable. 
 
Application  
*We strongly recommend that clients have a consultation before to avoid disappointments 
and uncertainty. 

● Regular maintenance appointments are a must! 
Maintenance appointments every 5-8 weeks, depending on your personal hair growth 
and at home care; as your own hair grows (1.5 inches approximately within 3 
months)  

● If maintenance appointments are not kept and the recommended aftercare advice is 
not followed. Bisou Beauty Boutique cannot and will not be held responsible for any 
damage done to your own hair or the hair extensions. 

 
Full Set 
This set is for those looking to add length and volume to their existing hair. 
Complete installation including blend/style by a certified hair extension specialist 
* Additional packs may be required for those who want extreme volume, have shorter cuts, 
blunt cuts etc 
 
Half Set 
This option is for those looking to add volume to their existing hair only. 
Complete installation including blend/style by a certified hair extension specialist 
 *Additional packs may be required for those who want extreme volume, have shorter cuts, 
blunt cuts etc or may be recommended to do a full set. 



 
 

 



 
 

RECOMMENDED ORDER 
AMOUNT 
Full  Head: 40 or 60  sandwiches 
FINE HAIR - 1 PACKS 
MEDIUM HAIR - 2 PACKS 
THICK HAIR - 3 PACKS 
 
Installation 
$150 
Installation includes a flat 
iron/curling and any 
cutting/blending needed for a 
natural look. 
*Hair not included.  
 
 
 

 
Bring Your Own Hair (BYOH) 
Have your own extensions? 
Bring them in today and have them 
installed by a qualified stylist. 
$150 
 
LENGTH:  
Raw European double drawn 100g straight 
20" 
$276 
 
💋 Ombre/Balayage + $10 
💋 Add $10 every 2" 
💋 Subtract $10 every 2" 
 
*Hair pricing subject to change 
depending on color and texture 
 



 
 

Maintenance 
Hair extensions require a lot of work. Maintenance is one of the most important parts to 
consider when choosing hair extensions!  The better you take care of your tape in hair 
extension, the longer they will last. With our own natural hair, we have oils that keep the hair 
healthy,but this is not the case with hair extensions. You want to maintain the beautiful 
quality so you can reuse and re-tape your tape in hair extensions by following these tips. 
Because you are wearing them everyday, you cannot wash and go, hair extensions must be 
cared for daily! Many women who have worn our hair extensions for months and have 
reused them over and over. The key to their success has been taking care of the hair daily. 
 
❖ Wash and condition Bisou Beauty Hair Extension recommended products. Let the 

conditioner sit and soak into your hair extensions, before rinsing 
❖ When conditioning, avoid putting the product on the root area and thoroughly rinse to 

avoid build-up 
❖ Avoid products that contain “proteins” as these restructure the cuticle and can cause 

immediate/future matting/tangling to the extensions. Avoid products made for “thin 
hair” and “volumizing hair” products as these are common culperates for drying out 
hair and causing tangles/matting to extensions. Less is more when using 
products;please understand it is all done at your own risk. We; Bious Beauty 
Boutique, have products for retail that are compatible, tried and tested for your hair 
extensions  

 
 
Maintenance appointments should be booked for 4-8 weeks from the date of installation to 
prevent complications of wear such as tangling, pulling and premature hair loss.  
Maintenance appointments include full removal, reapplication of the same hair, cut and style.  
($150) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
❖ We do not guarantee the definite lifespan on any types of hair extensions due to 

personal care factors including: product use/misuse, chemical damage and heat 
damage. 

❖ We do not recommend coloring  hair extensions. Any coloring of extensions is 
entirely at the customer's own risk! 

❖ Light blond hair extensions may have a shorter lifespan due to the lightning 
process/content 

❖ Lighter and fashion colors may also require more care and less heat application to 
increase the lifespan of your hair extensions 

❖ Wash hair max 2-3 time a week without recommended products. Excess washing 
and styling will damage the cuticle and decrease the lifespan of your hair extension. 
Please not use “cheap” drugstore branded products on your new investment as many 
contain harsh and abrasive chemicals that strip the extensions leading to tangling 
and matting. 

❖ Take care of hair extensions as you would your own natural hair and remember, like 
your natural hair, your extensions can be easily damaged with too much heat! Using 
heat on hair extensions will reduce their lifespan. 

 
  
Removal 
Tape-In Removal starting at $70 (+) 
FREE if installed by one of our stylist 
(+*) depends on tangles, matting and extra time required, if needed. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
❖ 100% human hair, no other mix 
❖ Tape bonds are the exact same colour as the hair, resulting in a seamless colour 

blend and are discreet as long as you have enough hair to cover (these lay flat, do 
you don't need much!). Without any natural volume to cover ANY extension bond, 
you will not be a candidate for extensions as they will show. If you cannot hide tape 
in's chances are you can not hide ANY type of extension so please do your research 
prior to making your financial investment! 

❖ Application/style time takes approximately 1-1.5 hours depending on how many 
bundles - perfect for those busy and on the go. 

❖ Safe medical grade, hypoallergenic & waterproof tape is used to “sandwich” your hair 
between two pieces.  

❖ Can be styled and worn in a high pony without any detection. Many people, 
especially competitors will say these cannot be worn up. That is completely false. 
These extensions can be worn in a high top knot without any detection. Tape in's 
cover row after row, leading to a thick pony and no strand like appearance. 

❖ Reusable! 
Common reasons why tape-in's may not be able to be reused include: 
* Applying prolonged heat (longer than 30-50 seconds at a time) on the tape tab 
causing it to ripple. Tape tabs do not 'melt' like fusion or nanolink. 
* They are incorrectly taken out by someone unqualified and they are 
'ripped'/damaged. 

❖ Moulding will not occur with tape in extensions if the client properly cleanses and drys 
hair as recommended in the care package provided at the end of your appointment 
with Glam Hair. If you sleep with your hair WET and allow it to stay wet for days at a 



 
 

time, you may grow mould on your hair.  
Be clean people! It is not the type of extension, it is the education and after care you 
as our client receive at the appointment that will make the difference. 

❖ Can be used long term if installed by a professional & cared for properly by the client. 
❖ Tape in extensions are not designed to come out unless a remover is used. If a tape 

bond comes out, it is a high likelihood that the bond has been 'ripped' out from the 
root. This is considered improper care. Tape in extensions are applied with a 
waterproof, medical grade adhesive that does not 'slip' like other methods. 

❖ At Bisou Beauty Boutique, removal is done with either a skin safe developed 
adhesive remover or skin-safe alcohol based removers that are no different than 
hand sanitizers that are used by nurses hundreds of times a day while working. No 
residue is left behind post removal & we do not use any "harsh" chemicals here 
despite what other competitors say. 

 
 
 
 
How to choose color? 
If you are not sure about choice of your color shade, it is not a big deal. Nobody’s own hair is 
one color tone. Hair always has more color undertones, which together make your color 
shade. So, if you choose hair in a little bit different shade, do not be sad. Hair extension will 
mix with your own hair and you will have modern highlighted hair effect. If you only want the 
color the same as your own hair color shade, you can contact us. We will help our best to 
help you find the color you need. 
 
Can they be straightened, curled? 
Yes! Treat the hair as if it's your own.  
 
Can I color/lighten the hair? 
Yes. The hair can be colored. As a general rule, it is easier to darken the hair than lighten 
the hair. We recommend to color darker, not lighter since the hair has been processed and 
colored. It’s difficult to fade the original color. Improper lightening/coloring will ruin the hair. 
*We highly recommend having you hairstylist color the extensions if need be. Coloring them 
yourself always poses a high risk of disappointment. 
 
How long will they last? 
On average 4-8 weeks depending on the individual hair growth cycle, after which they 
should be removed by and qualified stylist. If they are left in too long, they can cause matting 
and knots, making later removal way more difficult. Leaving your extensions in past 



 
 

recommended time may also result in having strain being placed on the natural hair roots, 
cause unnecessary pulling and tugging making it very discomfortable.  
The hair can last a very long time depending on how you maintain it. Treat it like your own 
hair and take very good care of it for it to last longer. 
 
Is my hair long enough for extensions? 
To be a suitable candidate for hair extensions, We recommend having hair at least 5-6 
inches long (enough to fit in a ponytail)  
  
Can I reuse my hair? 
ABSOLUTELY! As long as the hair has been properly maintained and cared after, the 
extension hair Bisou Beauty Boutique supplies can last up to 6 months +. 
 
How long does it take to apply? 
Each individual guest may vary.  
Tape-in extensions require the least amount of time compared to other methods and can 
take anywhere between 45 mins to an hour and a half. Styling and blending can add 
additional time to the visit. 
 
 What type of hair do we use? 
Bisou Beauty Boutique uses 100% Remy Human Hair - Our Luxury Label Double drawn 
Remy Hair with the cuticle still in tact. This is considered one of the top quality types in the 
world and is more expensive hair due to its exclusivity and demand. Remy hair is silky soft 
and will give you long lasting, beautiful, quality hair. 
 
How often should I wash my hair? 
Approximately 2-3 times a week. Washing too much can dry out the hair and not washing at 
all can create a buildup of hair/scalp oils leading to bonds slipping and deteriorating, 
resulting in shorter lifespan. 
How do i wash, condition, dry and style my hair extensions? 
WASHING: Use a sulfate free shampoo. These shampoos do not get “sudsy/bubbly” as they 
are without the components that creates the lather. Use warm or cool water and use cool or 
warm water to close the cuticle after hair has been rinsed. Do not scrub the hair as this will 
create mats at the bond site and throughout your hair. 
CONDITIONING: Do not get conditioner on your bonds! Start from the bond and work your 
way down. 



 
 

UNTANGLING: Do NOT brush your hair when it is wet. Untangle your hair by brushing it 
when it is dry prior to the shower. 

*Invest in a wet brush* 
DRYING: Squeeze, do not rub in towel. Air Dry as often as possible to keeps your hair great 
shape. 
BLOWDRY, CURLERS (WANDS) & FLAT IRONS: Are not recommended. If you choose to 
use these products do so at your own risk. Avoid heat on the bonds. Heat causes slipping 
and deteriorating of the bonds which will end up enabling the bonds to slide out or peel. Flat 
iron/curl below the blonds and USE A HEAT PROTECTOR prior to any hot tools being 
utilized.  
 
What types of water are harmful to my hair? 
Unfiltered water contains massive amounts of contaminants such as chlorines which results 
in color fade, uncontrolled bleached and dryness.  
 
Will hair extensions make my hair thinners or/and cause damage? 
No. Damage occurs because of improper care by the guest. Most people are unaware that 
their own hair sheds about 60-120 hairs on a daily basis as part of the natural hair process. 
This natural hair shedding process continues while you have your extensions bonded and 
the shedding hair is caught in your attachment. So when the time comes for you to remove 
your bonds, the shedded hair comes out with the removal, appearing that it be a result of the 
extensions.  
Food for thought: Typically on occasion you wear your hair for 8 weeks… that is 5600 hairs 
you shed naturally! Also, you may feel like you hair feels much thinner but this is just 
because you gotten use to having such thick hair for the past weeks, it is an adjustment.  
 
Can I wear a high pony? 
This is not recommended. Hair grows “down” and extensions are applied to follow your hair 
hair growth. High ponys pull on the attachment and causes little breaks all thru the natural 
hair. It is to much stress and your natural hair.  
 
Can I sleep with wet hair? 
NEVER go to bed with a wet head. This will ruin the extension. 
 
 
 



 
 

Refund Policy 
As with all hair extension services, there is NO refund due to the nature of hair extensions. If 
your service was not done as per the understanding from the consultation, we are happy to 
redo (not undo) the unsatisfactory portion of the service free within a 1 week period. Deposit 
for materials is non-refundable as those funds goes towards the purchase of materials from 
our manufacture that have a no refund policy. Normal wear, altered work, custom work or 

changes from the technical norm requested by client are not warranted. Any redo requested 
by the client under these conditions will be done at normal pricing. A client that has hair that 
is damaged is not warranted. Hair extensions put in more than 50% of the entire head is not 

warranted. Bisou Beauty Boutique will not warranty the condition of any hair or hair 
extensions using non recommended products or not following care guides. Bisou Beauty 
Boutique will not warranty any hair extensions or condition of the hair when receiving hair 
services by elsewhere. Bisou Beauty Boutique  will not warranty any hair extensions that 

have been altered with chemicals as different chemicals have been used in the processing 
of the hair extensions. Using a hair extension system that is not recommended is not 

warranted. 
 
 

Disclaimer 
It is uncommon but in rare cases, there is a  possibility that your hair may be to 

damaged/may not meet the criteria of being able to wear extensions or receive a service. 
Through consultation & personal inspection Bisou Beauty’s highly trained and qualified staff 

do their best to eliminate anyone who is not a candidate. The possibility of being a 
non-candidate is slim but it is impossible to identify every non-candidate. 

 Extensions, addition & replacement services can place stress on the existing natural hair so 
cannot guarantee the condition of your hair after use.  

 
 
Any deposits paid are non-refundable. Bisou Beauty Boutique will not be held liable for any 
harm in connection with abuse or neglect or services rendered. Bisou Beauty Boutique will 

not be responsible for anything left behind, including but not limited to hair extensions.  
 
 
 

*No shows will not be rebooked* 


